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Abstract 

Multicasting has been widely utilized for delivering 
messages from one sender to multiple recipients. Nowa- 
days in some applications such as pay per view or video- 
conferencing systems, the messages delivered via multi- 
casting should be available to authorized recipients only. 
Therefore, secure multicasting becomes an important de- 
sign issue in distributed environment. 

To achieve secure multicasting, all authorized recipients 
form a group and share a group key; messages should be en- 
crypted by the key before they are multicasted. For the sake 
of security, we need a new group key if someone joinSAeaves 
the group. Consequently, our goal is aimed atjinding a way 
to distribute the new key securely and eficiently. 

In this paper; we propose a new solution to the problem; 
we distribute new keys through a specialfunction called se- 
cure jiltel: Compared with related work, our solution re- 
quires less system resources to change group members. 

1. Introduction 

Multicasting has been widely utilized for delivering mes- 
sages from one sender to multiple recipients. For instance, 
in a pay-per-view system, the video server delivers a movie 
to all subscribers through multicasting. Another example 
is video-conferencing systems. In such systems, messages 
should be shown on the electronic white boards of all re- 
mote members, and the messages are sent via multicast- 
ing. Note that in the two examples, the multicasted material 
should be only available to authorized users. In other words, 
they should be protected from external intruders. Therefore, 
secure multicasting becomes an important design issue in 
distributed environment. 

To achieve secure multicasting, all members in a multi- 
cast group share a group key; messages should be encrypted 
by the key before they are multicasted. On receiving the 
encrypted messages, group members can extract the plain 
messages using the group key, while others cannot. The 
security of such systems is therefore depends on the group 
keys. 

Under this multicasting model, however, the system be- 
comes insecure if someone joinsfleaves the multicast group. 
When someone joins the group, he may access past multi- 
casted messages using his newly obtained group key, but 
he is not an authorized recipient while these messages were 
sent. Similarly, after someone leaves the group, he may ac- 
cess succeeding encrypted messages using the group key he 
holds. He is not an authorized recipient of these messages, 
either. Consequently, the group key should be changed if 
someone joinsfleaves the group. So, distributing new group 
keys will take place often in dynamic groups whose mem- 
bership changes frequently. Our goal is hence aimed at find- 
ing a way to distribute new group keys securely and effi- 
ciently. 

Many schemes have been proposed for secure multicas- 
ting. In some static key management protocols [l, 7, 61, 
all members obtain an unchanged group key as they join 
the group. These schemes do not apply to dynamic groups. 
Chiou et al. [4] proposed a scheme called secure lock to 
broadcast securely, which is implemented using Chinese 
Remainder Theorem (CRT); only authorized members can 
extract the group session key from the secure lock. Perfor- 
mance issue becomes an important concern in this scheme, 
since CRT requires complex computation. Iolus [l 13 di- 
vides a large dynamic group into subgroups. Each subgroup 
requires an extra agent to deal with “key translation.” More- 
over, Iolus needs to encrypt the new group key for each 
member separately if a member exits, which takes a lot of 
computation time. The key management schemes for secure 
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multicasting in [3,5, 131 require each of the N members to 
store log(N) + 1 keys. As the group growing large, the 
system requires a great deal of keys; it is more difficult to 
manage so many keys and keep system secure. Cliques [9] 
provides a way to distribute group session keys in dynamic 
groups. However, it does not scale well to large groups. 
Molva er al. [ 121 proposed a scalable solution for dynamic 
multicast groups. Nevertheless, the scheme has to modify 
the structure of intermediate components of the multicast 
communication such as routers or proxies. Waldvogel er 
al. [IO] proposed a scalable scheme for dynamic group such 
that each member holds fixed number of keys even if the 
group membership changes. In this scheme, if the system 
uses k bits to represent a member ID, then each member 
holds k + 1 keys. It is obviously that the system has up to 
2k members. The system has to be reorganized if the num- 
ber of members exceeds 2k; on the other hand, if the number 
of members is far less than 2k, each member will hold rela- 
tively too many keys. However, a very low-overhead oper- 
ation exists to shrink the key space as the system grows. 

In this paper, we propose a new key distribution scheme 
for dynamic groups in secure multicasting; the scheme 
distributes the new group key through a special function 
called secure filter.' In the proposed scheme, when a user 
joinSAeaves the group, the central authority (CA) of the sys- 
tem first selects a new group key and encapsulates it into a 
secure filter sf, and then the CA multicasts sf. On receiv- 
ing s f, the receiver mj first uses its own secret key k j  to 
generate the input of sf, and then computes the value of sf. 
If mj is an authorized recipient, sf returns the new group 
key to mi, otherwise s f returns an invalid value. The secure 
filter is the building block of our scheme, it greatly reduces 
the number of required encryptioddecryption operations in 
the key distribution process. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
gives a formal definition of the key distribution problem in 
secure multicasting. Our scheme is then presented in Sec- 
tion 3. In the section, we first define the secure filter for- 
mally and describe its properties, then we use the secure 
filter to construct our solution. Security concern and per- 
formance evaluation of the solution are also given in this 
section. Section 4 concludes this paper. 

2. Key distribution in secure multicasting 

A secure multicasting environment consists of users and 
secure multicast groups. In our model, we assume that each 
user mi holds a private secret key Ici to perform secure 
point-to-point communication. A secure multicast group g j  
is composed of more than one user. Moreover, gj is associ- 
ated with a group key g k j .  Members of g j  use gkj  to per- 

'Although not devoted to secure multicasting, the notion that users 
share secrets using a function can be found in [2]. 

Figure 1. A secure multicasting environment. 

form secure multicasting. Note that a user can be a member 
of more than one secure multicast group. 

There is an example illustrated in Figure 1. In the fig- 
ure, the secure multicasting environment has six users mo, 
ml,. . ., m5. A secure multicast group 90 with three mem- 
bers m2, m3, and m5 is also defined in the figure. Although 
not depicted in Figure 1, each user mi has a private secret 
key ki and the secure multicast group 90 has a group key 
gko. Suppose that the member m2 wishes to multicast a 
message, he first encrypts the message using gko, and then 
sends it to m3 and m5. On receiving the encrypted message 
from m2, m3 and m5 use gko to decrypt it. 

Problems arise if the membership of 90 changes. When 
a user joins go, he has to acquire gko to encryptldecrypt 
succeeding messages. However, it is possible that the user 
uses gko to access past messages that are multicasted before 
he joins the group. This is not allowed because he is not an 
authorized recipient when the messages were sent. 

Similarly, if a member leaves go. he is no longer autho- 
rized to access the succeeding multicasted messages. How- 
ever, it is still possible that the member uses gko to access 
them. 

Therefore, group keys should be changed if some mem- 
bers joidleave the secure multicast groups. How to dis- 
tribute new group keys securely is consequently an impor- 
tant design issue in dynamic groups whose membership 
changes frequently. Our goal is then primarily aimed at 
finding a way to distribute the new group key securely and 
efficiently. Moreover, when we distribute new group keys, 
we wish the required extra system resources as few as pos- 
sible. 

Our solution to the key distribution problem is presented 
in the next section. We define a special function as the build- 
ing block of the solution. Discussions about the security and 
performance of the solution are also given in the section. 
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3. Our work 

In this section, we first define a special function called 
secure filter as the main building block of our solution to 
the key distribution problem. Then we describe our solution 
formally. Security concern and performance evaluation of 
our solution are also discussed. Finally we give a refinement 
of our solution. 

3.1. Secure filter 

A secure filter is a polynomial in the indeterminate z 
over Galois field GF(p), p is a public large prime. For the 
set C = {ko ,  k l ,  . . . , kt-1) and the number g k ,  where g k  
and k,,  for 0 5 i 5 t - 1, all belong to Z,, we can con- 
struct a polynomial s f such that s f (.) = (. - h ( k o ) ) ( z  - 
h ( k 1 ) ) .  . . (z - h(kt -1) )  + g k .  It is obviously that if kj  be- 
longs to C, s f ( h ( k j ) )  = g k  (mod p ) .  s f is then regarded 
as the securefilter on g k  with respect CO C; where h is a ran- 
domly chosen one-way hash function. For the sake of secu- 
rity, s f is represented as atzt + at-lzt-l  + . . . + al. + a0 
in the system. Therefore, g k  cannot be extracted directly 
fromsf. 

In the following section, we use the secure filter to design 
our solution to the key distribution problem. 

3.2. The proposed solution 

Our solution to the problem is called KDSM (KDSM 
stands for Key Distribution in Secure Multicasting). In 
KDSM, a central authority (CA) is to distributelmanage 
keys held by users. And further, all users share their pri- 
vate secret keys with the CA. Moreover, the CA holds all 
group keys. We assume that secret keys and group keys are 
chosen from Z,. Furthermore, mathematical operations are 
to be interpreted modulo p. 

In the following two subsections, we describe how the 
CA works in KDSM when a user joinSAeaves a secure 
multicast group. 

Joining operation. There are two ways that the CA 
can distribute the new group key when a user joins a 
secure multicast group. The first way is the same as some 
proposed schemes in related work. When a user mi wishes 
to join the secure multicast group g j ,  the CA first selects 
a new group key gk; ,  and multicasts ESkj(gk;)' to old 
members of 9,; finally, the CA sends &(Ski )  to mi 
directIy. The original members and mi can obtain the new 
group key gki  by decrypting the received messages using 
gk j  and ki respectively. For an intruder, he cannot obtain 
gk; from Egkj (gk j ' )  or Eki ( g k j ' )  without gkj  and ki; for 

ZThe notation Ea (b) means that the message b is encrypted by key a. 

Figure 2. User mo joins the secure multicast 
group go. 

mi, he cannot access past encrypted messages without g k j .  
Security requirement is therefore guaranteed. 

The second way uses the secure filter. For a secure multi- 
cast group g j ,  assume that Cj is the set of private secret keys 
held by all members in g j .  If user mi wishes to join g j ,  the 
CA selects a new group key gk; and a one-way hash func- 
tion hj, then the CA constructs a secure filter s f j  on g k i  
with respect to Cj U { k i } .  Finally, the CA multicasts the 
message (s fj, hj )  to members of gj and mi. On receiving 
the message, a user ml first figures out h j ( k l ) ,  then com- 
putes s f j ( h j ( k l ) ) .  If ml is a group member of gj or mi, kl 
must be in Cj U { k i }  and s f j  will return the new group key 
gk; to ml; otherwise s f j  returns an invalid value. For an in- 
truder, since his private secret key is not in C j U {  k i } ,  he can- 
not acquire gk; form s f j .  Moreover, mi has no way to ac- 
quire gkj  to access past encrypted messages in the scheme. 

Example 1: Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 2. 
A new user m o  joins the secure multicast group go. The CA 
first selects a new group key gkh and a one-way hash func- 
tion ho, then the CA constructs the secure filter s fo(z) = 

Finally, the CA sends (s fo, ho) to mo, m2,m3, and m5. It 
is obviously that for i  E {0,2,3,5}, mi can acquire gkl, by 

(z - h0 (k0) )  (z - h0 (k2 ) )  (2 - h0 (k3 1) (z - h0 (k5) )  + gkb * 
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CA sends ( s f 1 , h l )  to m o ,  m2, and m5. It is obviously 
that for i E {0,2,5), mi can acquire gk:  by computing 
s f i  (hl (hi) ) - 

Figure 3. Member m3 leaves the secure multi- 
cast group 91. 

computing s f ~ ( h o ( k j ) ) .  

Leaving operation. For the secure multicast group 
g j ,  we assume that Cj denotes the set of private secret keys 
held by all members in g j .  If some member mi of g j  wishes 
to leave the group, the CA first selects a new group key gk i  
and a one-way hash function hj, then the CA constructs a 
secure filter s f j  on gki with respect to Cj - { k i } .  Finally, 
the CA multicasts the message ( s f j , h j )  to members of 
g j  except mi. On receiving the message, a user mr first 
figures out hj ( k l ) ,  then computes sfj (hj ( k l ) ) .  If ml is a 
group member other than mi, kl must be in Cj - { k i }  and 
sfj will return the new group key gk i  to ml; otherwise 
s f j  returns an invalid value. For an intruder, since his 
private secret key is not in Cj - { k i } ,  he cannot acquire 
gki  form s fj. Moreover, we guarantee that mi is no longer 
authorized to access further encrypted messages, because 
ki is not in Cj - {ki} and mi has no way to acquire gk;.  

Example 2: Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 3. 
Member m3 leaves the secure multicast group 91. The 
CA first selects a new group key gki  and a one-way hash 
function hl , then CA constructs the secure filter s f1  (z) = 
( Z  - h l ( k o ) ) ( z  - h l ( k 2 ) ) ( 5  - h l ( k 5 ) )  + g k i .  Finally, the 

3.3. Security concern and Performance Evaluation 
of JCDSM 

For security, it requires that unauthorized users cannot 
acquire the correct group keys to access data. Assume that 
an unauthorized intruder U wishes to access the multicasted 
data in the secure multicast group g ,  he has to obtain the 
group key g k .  

Since U is not a member of g ,  he has only two pos- 
sible ways to acquire g k .  The first way is that U ex- 
tracts g k  directly from the intercepted secure filter s f = 
(z - h ( k i l ) ) ( z  - h ( k i 2 ) ) .  . . (z - h ( k i j ) )  + g k .  U can 
only obtain g k  by extracting it from the constant term of 
sf: (C + g k )  modp, where C = h ( k i l ) h ( k i z ) .  . . h ( k i j ) -  
Without knowing the numbers h ( k i l ) ,  h(k i2) ,  ..., and 
h ( k i j ) ,  it is infeasible for U to obtain g k ,  because p is a 
large prime. 

The second way is that U first acquires some authorized 
member mi,’s private secret key kin, and then computers 
s f ( h ( k i n ) )  to obtain g k .  Because mi, keeps kin private, 
the only way that U may obtain kin is to extract it from 
the intercepted sf. To extract ki,  from s f ,  U has to extract 
h(kin)  first. Whether U can get h(ki,) or not, it is infeasible 
that U can extract kin from h(k in ) ,  because h is a one-way 
hash function. Therefore, the security of KDSM is guaran- 
teed. 

Now we analyze the performance of KDSM from three 
aspects. We first consider the storage issue. For the secure 
multicast group g j ,  unlike most related work, a member ui 
holds only a private secret key ki and a group key g k j ;  other 
work usually requires more keys. Only the CA has to keep 
more objects in KDSM; the CA has to keep the private se- 
cret keys of all users and the group keys of all secure multi- 
cast groups. 

For the computation load, when the CA distributes a new 
group key, only a few, even none, encryptioddecryption op- 
erations are required in KDSM. Two primary operations 
may be performed by the CA or members: constructing 
secure filters and extracting new group keys from secure 
filters. To construct a secure filter, recall that the def- 
inition of secure filter s f  on g k  with respect to S = 
{ k o , k l , . .  . , k t - 1 }  issf  = ( z - h ( k o ) ) ( z - h ( k l ) ) . . .  (z- 
h(k t -1 ) )  + g k .  Transferring it into the form atzt + 
~ ~ - ~ z t - - l  + . . . + a l z  + a0 requires O ( t 2 )  multiplications 
and O(t2)  additions. To extract g k  from s f ,  suppose s f is 
the polynomial over GF(p) of degree t, then it requires t 
multiplications, t additions, and a modular operation for an 
authorized member to extract the group key from sf by ap- 
plying Horner’s rule [8]. Note that we have to compute the 
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value of one-way hash functions in KDSM often, which can 
be done efficiently if the hash functions are well-selected. 

Finally, for the message consideration, to distribute a 
new group key in KDSM, the CA only needs to multicast 
one message (sf, h). This feature is better than most re- 
searches. 

3.4. Refinement 

Note that the degree of a secure filter is proportional to 
the size of the associated group. If the group grows large, 
constructing a secure filter requires a great deal of computa- 
tion. To overcome this drawback, we can partition the group 
into subgroups, and the size of subgroups is bounded into a 
small range. Moreover, each subgroup is associated a sub- 
group key. When the membership of the group is altered, for 
the subgroups that do not involve the joiningfleaving mem- 
ber, the CA first encrypts the new group key using their sub- 
group keys, and then multicasts the encrypted group key to 
them. The members of these subgroup can extract the new 
group key by their subgroup keys. 

For the subgroup involving the joininfleaving member, 
the CA first constructs a secure filter for the subgroup, and 
then multicasts the secure filter to the members of the sub- 
group. Though extra keys and encryptioddecryption oper- 
ations are required in the modified scheme, we get a better 
performance to distribute a new group key if the system is 
large enough. 

4. Conclusion 

We proposed a solution KDSM to the key distribution 
problem in secure multicasting environment. To develop 
the solution, we suggest a special function called secure fil- 
ter as the building block of KDSM. The function prevents 
unauthorized users from getting group keys, and then makes 
the key distribution process secure and efficient. 

The KDSM ensures the system security; and further, 
it has low storage requirement, efficient objects gener- 
atingtextracting operations and few message requirement. 
Note that the secure filters can be dropped directly after the 
new keys have been distributed. 
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